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Abstract—We seek to enable non-roboticist end-users to teach robots by examining how end-users can provide natural language feedback to the robot. We hypothesized that enabling users to use language to train an agent would be more intuitive as user’s don’t have to translate their intent through another system. We build upon Deep TAMER to allow users to provide feedback through natural language to a learning agent. Our algorithm includes (1) a Transformer based language model to map natural language feedback to scalar reward values and (2) a method to synthetically assign rewards to nearby state-action pairs that were unexplored by the agent. We report our results from a 2x4 mixed-subjects experiment design to evaluate the usability, workload, and trainability of our system compared to Deep TAMER on simulated tasks. While the experimenters were able to train an agent on both simulated environments to achieve competitive rewards, we could not show that natural language feedback significantly lowered workload, increase usability, or train better agents than baseline Deep TAMER with human subjects. This work indicates a need for further research into the types of feedback end-users prefer to use to train agents.

Index Terms—Robot Learning, Language Feedback

I. INTRODUCTION

Advancements in robot learning have created the opportunity for benefiting people across a wide variety of applications, including healthcare [1], manufacturing [2], and assistive household tasks [3]. However, deploying robots in real-world settings typically require experts to design and program these robots. This work explores how end-users without expert knowledge can provide feedback to learning robotic agents through language.

Prior work has investigated how robots can use human feedback as reward signal for learning novel skills. Two such works on training agents with human feedback are TAMER [4], [5] and COACH [6]. In these works, the human teacher provides the agent with real-time feedback usually through the form of a clicker or keyboard.

We posit that natural language may provide a more intuitive interface for users to train robots and a more informative feedback signal for agents. In this work, we utilize the tremendous progress the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community has made in sentiment classification [7], [8] to convert natural language to a continuous feedback scale. Using natural language inputs from a teacher as a feedback signal provides the advantage that the feedback scale being used is natural and intuitive for the teacher. As such, we hypothesize that providing consistent feedback signals becomes an easier task, given that the teacher does not have to reason about translating their intent to an unfamiliar scale. We therefore leverage sentiment scores generated by extending DistilBERT [9] to create Gaussian hyperspheres that assign feedback to more states. A key difference from our implementation is that our approach generalizes to tasks with arbitrary goal state definitions. We assign artificial states a feedback value given by a weighted average of the teacher provided feedback signal and the prediction of a target network as seen in [10].

Our goal was to extend the Deep TAMER algorithm to allow users to train agents with more expressive feedback. We hypothesized that training agents with natural language commands compared to keyboard input would reduce workload, increase usability, and result in trained agents that performed better than baseline agents. In this paper, we (1) develop a novel robot training algorithm that maps language to continuous feedback, (2) create a method to artificially assign feedback to nearby state-action pairs, and (3) conducted a user study analyzing our method compared to Deep TAMER on two Open-AI Gym domains: Fetch-Reach [11] and MountainCar [12].

II. RELATED WORK

Using human feedback to train agents has been successful with discrete valued feedback [4], [6]. Deep learning has enabled training to also work in high-dimensional image state spaces [5]. In this work, we build upon these frameworks in to include natural language feedback.
A. Teaching with Natural Language

Using natural language feedback to help guide policy convergence in reinforcement learning is a problem increasingly being studied today. Krening et al. [13] leverage sentiment classification to classify human verbal feedback as either advice or warning in the Super Mario Bros. domain. The authors utilize an object-focused approach which parses the language with a predefined structure on environment objects. The authors then use these explanations to train a policy without state information. While we also leverage sentiment classification, we use the sentiment to directly extract a score representative of the relative benefit of a particular state-action pair determined by a human teacher. Additionally, we do not reduce natural language inputs with a predefined structure which makes our approach task agnostic.

Harrison et al. [14] improve on [13] by enabling task agnostic training of agents via natural language human feedback. They enable task agnostic training via natural language by eliminating the requirement of additional information about the environment, such as descriptions of object types, and instead opt to use an encoder-decoder network to learn associations between verbal feedback and state-action pairs. Harrison et al. then use the encoder-decoder network to guide the exploration of a reinforcement learning agent through policy shaping. Training this encoder-decoder network is done offline by the human demonstrator for a specific task, which is not required by our approach.

B. Training Agents with Feedback

Training agents with feedback has been successful in a variety of scenarios including Tetris [4] and learning physical robot behaviors [6]. Our approach also differs from [14] in that we build on Deep TAMER [5], learning directly from human feedback as opposed to policy shaping [15]. In Deep TAMER, the human provides feedback in real-time observing an autonomous agent perform a task and providing a scalar-valued feedback which shapes the agent behavior. Through this feedback, the agent learns the parameters of a deep neural network which predicts the human’s feedback. The agent then uses the prediction of human feedback to drive behavior, essentially functioning as its policy. It is often difficult for a human demonstrator to discern the exact action taken by an agent in a given state while giving online advice. We therefore try to alleviate this effect by inferring the relative value of a particular state in our selected domains. A more recent method for natural language guided reinforcement learning is A3PS [16]. This method features a pretrained advice generator network which generates human-like feedback for a given state observation. This feedback is then used to generate advice conditioned action scores which are then combined with a PPO agent’s action scores to generate a final action. A key difference between our work and A3PS is that A3PS does not take in real time human feedback. Furthermore, the A3PS advice generator must be pretrained using state-advice pairs which constrains their framework to specific tasks.

C. Data Augmentation

Data augmentation methods to aid reinforcement learning policy convergence are also crucial to our work, particularly due to the sparse nature of natural language human feedback. Lin et al. [9] present an approach similar to ours, in which for a given robotics domain episode, goal states are artificially generated at fixed reflections of the original goal. This technique enables the robot’s predicted trajectory for the original goal to also be reflected, thereby generating artificial state-action pairs in high dimensional continuous state spaces. Since we cannot assume a symmetrical nature in goal states for the vast majority of tasks, we instead choose to generate artificial state-action states using a Gaussian hypersphere about each state encountered by our agent. The action selected at each artificial state generated is determined by a target network as specified in Section III.

III. Method

We build on Deep TAMER by introducing three new components: (a) A language model for sentiment classification, (b) HyperSphere noise injection, and (c) a target network to help convergence of our feedback signal.

a) Language Model: We build a Transformer based architecture to allow users to provide natural language feedback for training agents. Our model extends DistilBERT by replacing the final classification Softmax layer with a liner transformation to yield a training signal. We train this layer with the Stanford Tree Bank Sentiment dataset [17] and map the ground truth labels of [very negative, negative, neutral, positive, very positive] to [-2, -1, 0, 1, 2].

b) HyperSphere Noise Injection: Given the formulation of feedback shaping via TAMER [4], we identified a key issue associated with providing sparse feedback signals in a continuous state space: many state-action tuples will be unexplored by the agent, and hence, never be assigned an expert feedback signal. To solve this issue, we provide the same feedback to unexplored state-action tuples near explored state-action tuples. We call this procedure “hypersphere noise-injection”, which generates artificial state-action tuples for the agent and assigns them a ground truth feedback signal. The formulation of hypersphere noise-injection is formalized as follows. Given an N dimensional continuous state, \( s = s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_N \), where the value at each dimension \( s_i \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq N \) takes a single continuous scalar value within the bounds of the state space \( S \), we define an \( N \)-dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution \( \mathcal{N} = (\mu, \Sigma) \), where \( \mu \) and \( \Sigma \) are defined as follows:

\[
\mu = \begin{pmatrix}
    s_0 \\
    s_1 \\
    \vdots \\
    s_N
\end{pmatrix},
\quad
\Sigma = \begin{pmatrix}
    c \cdot s_0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
    0 & c \cdot s_1 & \cdots & 0 \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    0 & 0 & \cdots & c \cdot s_N
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(1)

We then sample \( k \) artificial states from \( \mathcal{N} = (s, \text{Diag}(c \cdot s)) \). The \( c \) value is a scaling factor to generate a standard deviation proportional to the magnitude of the corresponding mean. If the distribution is too large, the human feedback (\( h_i \))
may be assigned to states to which the human did not intend and reduce how well the agent can learn. If the distribution is too small, the system may not generalize well enough to surrounding states and the problem remains of leaving many state-action pairs unlabeled. Thus a limitation is that the feedback given to artificial states may be different than what the human intended if nearby state-action pairs are not similar.

With this formulation, we force our agent to artificially receive feedback on more states in the continuous state space, thereby extracting more information with the same amount of sparse feedback signals from the human. We experimented with values of \( c \) and chose \( c = 0.1 \) but would like to conduct a formal analysis of the effect of varying this parameter in later work.

In the next section, we introduce our approach to partially account for the assumption that all artificial states \( s' \sim \mathcal{N} = (s, \text{Diag}(c \cdot s)) \) can be assigned the same ground truth feedback value \( h_t \) given an observed action and provide artificial states with feedback values also dependant on the artificial states themselves.

c) Target Network: A flaw with the approach presented in Section III-b is the way in which these artificially generated states contribute to the overall loss of a given \((s_t, a_t, h_t, c_t)\) tuple. Therefore, we relax the assumption that the feedback value of sampled states is equivalent to the original state by utilizing a target network, first proposed by Mnih et al \[10\].

A target network allows us to query our learned feedback estimator to obtain more accurate information about the feedback associated with the artificial states while preventing the negative effects of regressing onto ourselves, since these values are incorporated into our objective function defined in Equation 3.

Querying the learned feedback estimator is not necessarily a proper way of gauging the feedback associated with a state, specifically in the early stages of training. To account for this difference in performance at different points in time, we compute the feedback for artificially generated states as a weighted sum of the true human feedback with the target network’s predicted human feedback. The variable, \( c_t \), denotes the weight of the sample used in TAMER \[4\], where state-action pairs are collected from a window in time before the state-action on which the human actually gives feedback. For our implementation, we choose a uniform distribution and save 10 of the previous state-action tuples for every feedback we receive from the human. \( \epsilon \) denotes the exponential weight decay from Equation 2.

\[
L(\theta, \phi, (s_t, a_t, h_t, c_t)) = c_t \left[ (\hat{H}_\theta(s_t, a_t) - h_t)^2 + \sum_{s' \sim \mathcal{N}} \left( \hat{H}_\phi(s', a_t) - [(1 - \epsilon)\hat{H}_\phi(s_t, a_t) + c_t h_t] \right)^2 \right]
\]  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

We conducted a 2 x 4 mixed subjects design to test our natural language processing (NLP) extension of Deep TAMER to baseline Deep TAMER across two different domains. We choose the domains as our between subjects factor and Deep TAMER variants as our within subjects factor. We identified a key issue in that while the user was giving feedback by speaking, the agent would continue to act. As the agent continued to act, it was not obvious to which state the feedback from the human should apply to. We therefore added a pausing condition to allow the human to precisely stop the agent when it required feedback, thereby allowing the agent to pay attention to the state-action pairs to which it is currently closest.

To normalize this confounding factor between groups, we added this pausing condition to both baseline Deep TAMER and also our NLP variant. We therefore have 4 conditions: (1) baseline Deep TAMER, (2) Deep TAMER with pauses, (3) NLP with Deep TAMER, and (4) NLP with Deep TAMER and pauses. In the TAMER with pauses condition, the simulation pauses for a few seconds every time the user provides feedback. In the NLP-with-pauses condition, the simulation of the agent pauses while the user is providing feedback and continues when the user finishes speaking. To match the original Deep TAMER paper exactly as our baseline, we only add the hypersphere augmentation and target network for the NLP conditions.

We tested these four Deep TAMER variants on two separate domains: mountain car \[12\] and Fetch-Reach \[11\] from OpenAI gym \[18\]. We recruited 18 participants, 12 trained the mountain car domain and 6 trained on the Fetch-Reach domain. An example of our experimental setup is shown in
Each participant was assigned randomly to either the mountain car or Fetch-Reach domain and trained the agent in all four Deep TAMER variants. The order that these variants were presented were randomly chosen. This experiment was conducted with the approval of the university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) under protocol H21268 and all subjects signed approved consent forms.

The experiment proceeded as follows: The participant first took the Negative Attitudes Towards Robots Scale (NARS) trust survey [19], a survey on their experience teaching others, and a big five personality test [20]. The experimenter then showed the participant how to train the agent and the participant practiced training for 10 iterations. The participant then trained the agent with all four Deep TAMER variants, taking a usability [21] and NASA TLX [22] workload survey after each training session.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we report the results of the study and the statistical findings. We establish statistical significance at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level. All statistical analyses used data from 12 participants that completed mountain car [12] as the study was prematurely ended when none of the 6 participants in OpenAI’s Fetch-Reach task [11] could train an agent to achieve reward. We note that for the mountain car task, solved is considered achieving at least -110 reward over 100 episodes. While no standard is set for the Fetch-Reach task, we consider solved as achieving at least -200 reward which represents the robot moving its gripper to the goal location and staying there for half the run length.

We conducted three linear mixed effects analyses for the relationship between usability, workload, and achieved agent scores with the Deep TAMER variants. As fixed effects, we used baseline trust, age, race, gender, and education. The baseline trust was determined by the pre-survey participants took before interacting with the agent. As random effects, we had intercepts for each participant. The residuals of the model were checked to be normally distributed by a visual inspection of the Q-Q plot.

Main effects were found for the Deep TAMER variant on usability $F(3, 33) = 4.270, p = 0.012$ and on the agent score $F(3, 33) = 2.815, p = 0.054$ (Figure 2). No main effects were found for the workload. Pairwise tests found that users scored Deep TAMER was significantly better than NLP with pauses ($p = 0.007$) for usability and baseline Deep TAMER agents significantly outperformed NLP agents ($p = 0.04$) on mean reward achieved from 20 runs.

VI. LESSONS LEARNED

Our results showed these key findings: (1) While experimenters were able to train the both mountain car and fetch reach successfully with NLP variations of Deep TAMER, end-users were not; (2) Providing language commands that only provided semantic feedback resulted in a worse user experience and worse agent performance than the baseline keyboard Deep TAMER feedback.

a) Experimenter-User Feedback Optimality Difference: We have several hypotheses on the difference between agent performances between experimenters and end-users. The experimenters were able to solve both environments as compared to 29% of the end-user runs for mountain-car and none of the end-user runs for Fetch-Reach. A policy trained just by Deep TAMER was not able to achieve satisfactory reward in Fetch-Reach even by the experimenters. This was most likely due to the added benefits of the artificial states and target network introduced in the NLP variants of Deep TAMER. In this work, we compared to baseline Deep TAMER but in future work, an ablation study could identify which of the three components (artificial states, target network, or language) helped experts the most in training agents. However, the ability for experimenters to train agents did not translate to end-users.

It is known that end-users provide suboptimal feedback [23]. In the Fetch-Reach case, we compare the experimenter’s feedback and the user’s feedback with an optimal policy. For the Fetch-Reach scenario, we define an optimal policy as any action that moves the gripper closer to the goal point in any state. We found that end-users gave almost two times as many suboptimal feedback instances as the experimenter. The suboptimal feedback for the end-users in the Fetch-Reach
task consisted of users giving positive feedback when the robot was moving away from the target and giving negative feedback when the robot moved towards the target. This difference in feedback between experts and end-users was compounded in our implementation of sampling feedback from nearby states, resulting in artificial states receiving the wrong feedback much more frequently when end-users provided feedback as compared to experimenters. This reinforces our challenges of using suboptimal feedback for training agents.

One open question is how to build a curriculum for teaching users how to teach robots. How many example training sessions should be shown? How do we convey the constraints of our system to the user? Additionally, are there any hyperparameter changes to our learning algorithms that differ between end-users and experts? In our implementation, the number of artificial states varied the performance of the learning algorithm between expert and end-users. Experts were able to use the artificial states to provide more optimal feedback during the agent’s training process but when end-users gave suboptimal feedback, the large number of artificial states that were labeled with incorrect feedback reduced the performance of the agent. We show further research into how to account for suboptimal feedback from both algorithmic design to hyperparamater selection will be essential to allow end-users to successfully train learning agents.

b) Inadequate Linguistic Ability of Our Agent: Several issues were found related to our natural language model for the user. First, our language commands were only limited to positive or negative feedback and the system could not comprehend semantic information. For example, users could not tell the agent “move to the right” but only language relating to how well it was performing. This means that the primary beneficiaries from using language as a compressed signal of semantics was lost. Silva et al. [24] show one method on how the semantics of language can be used to accelerate imitation learning and reinforcement learning. Second, talking required much more effort from the users than the keyboard and the rate of feedback was also much slower. This was reflected on the usability scores and perceived workload scores. Users quickly grew tired of repeatedly providing vocal feedback.

We find that creating an NLP system for feedback but limiting to positive and negative sentiment limits our ability to convey meaningful instructions to agents. Open questions within this domain are on how to combine task agnostic language as feedback to learning agents.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented an addition to the Deep TAMER framework to enable users to train robotic agents through natural language. We train a Transformer based model to predict sentiment in language and use a Gaussian Hypersphere for data augmentation to account for the data sparseness when providing language feedback.

We report our results from a 2x4 mixed-subjects experiment and found that end-users could not match the same reward as policies learned from the experimenters. Additionally, we could not show that language feedback significantly lowered workload or increase usability with our algorithm. This indicates a need for further research into the type of feedback users prefer to train agents as well as the need to reduce the experimenter-user optimality difference.
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